Raytheon doubles job cuts to 15,000
A sign
stands at the
road leading to
the Raytheon
facility in a
June 10, 2019
photo, in Marlborough, Massachusetts.
(AP)

Raytheon Technologies Corp plans to
eliminate more than 15,000 jobs this year
at its corporate ofﬁces, jet engine-maker
Pratt & Whitney and aviation and military
equipment manufacturer Collins Aerospace amid the downturn in the airline
industry, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer Greg
Hayes said Wednesday.
The job cuts at the Waltham, Massachusetts-based company are nearly double the total it initially announced in July.
Hayes, speaking during a Morgan Stanley analysts conference via webcast, said
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the cuts amount to administrative cost reductions of about 20% at Pratt & Whitney,
based in East Hartford, Connecticut, and
about 12% at Collins Aerospace, based in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
Pratt & Whitney has seen shop visits
decline 60% since the second quarter,
and Collins Aerospace saw a 65% drop
in commercial spare parts orders, Hayes
said, noting global commercial air trafﬁc
is down about 45% amid the coronavirus pandemic, down from an 80% drop in
March. (AP)

Ford to add 300 jobs
Ford says it will add 300 jobs at a new factory that’s
being built to assemble batteries and manufacture an
electric version of the F-150 pickup truck.
The new plant is being built in Dearborn, Michigan, where Ford is starting to produce a new version
of the F-150 that’s due in showrooms this November.
Ford’s F-series pickup is the top-selling vehicle in
the US with nearly 900,000 sold last year.
Ford says the new electric truck will go on sale
in mid-2022. The company says it’s investing $700
million in its Rouge factory complex to make the new
trucks. Ford also plans a plug-in gas-electric hybrid
version. (AP)

Business

Policymakers don’t expect inflation to hit the 2% target until end of 2023.

Fed sees rates near zero through 2023, perhaps longer
WASHINGTON, Sept 17, (AP):
With the economy still struggling
to recover from the pandemic recession, Federal Reserve policymakers
signaled Wednesday that their benchmark short-term interest rate will
likely remain at zero at least through
2023 and possibly even longer.
Fed chair Jerome Powell said at a
press conference that while the economy has rebounded more quickly
than expected, the job market is still
hurting and the outlook is uncertain.
The unemployment rate has fallen
steadily since the spring but is still
8.4%.
“Although we welcome this progress we will not lose sight of the
millions of Americans that remain
out of work,” Powell said.
The Fed left its benchmark interest
rate unchanged at nearly zero, where
it has been pegged since the virus
pandemic intensiﬁed in March. The
rate inﬂuences borrowing costs for
homebuyers, credit card users, and
businesses. Fed policymakers hope
an extended period of low interest
rates will encourage more borrowing and spending, though their policy
also carries the risk of inﬂating a bubble in stocks or other ﬁnancial assets.
Fed ofﬁcials said in a set of quarterly economic projections that they

In this ﬁle photo, Federal Reserve Board Chairman Jerome Powell, reﬂected in the sneeze guard set up between himself and members of the House
Committee on Financial Services, speaks during a hearing on oversight
of the Treasury Department and Federal Reserve pandemic response on
Capitol Hill in Washington. (AP)

expect to keep rates at zero through
2023. And in a statement released after its two-day meeting, the Fed said
it wouldn’t raise borrowing costs until inﬂation has reached 2% and appears likely to “moderately exceed”
that level for an extended period.

Bid to shore up economic recovery

BoE eyes sub-zero rates
in face of virus & Brexit
LONDON, Sept 17, (AP): The Bank
of England indicated Thursday that it
could cut interest rates below zero for
the ﬁrst time in its 326-year history
as it tries to shore up a UK economic
recovery that is facing the dual headwinds of the coronavirus and Brexit.
After unanimously deciding to
maintain the bank’s main interest rate
at the record low of 0.1%, the ninemember rate-setting Monetary Policy
Committee said it had discussed its
“policy toolkit, and the effectiveness
of negative policy rates in particular.”
In minutes accompanying the decision, the rate-setters said a recent wave
of virus infections has “the potential
to weigh further on economic activity,
albeit probably on a lesser scale than
seen earlier in the year.”
Though the committee noted that recent economic data have been a “little
stronger than expected” at its last meeting in early August, it said it is unclear
what that says about the future “given
the risks.”
One clear concern relates to whether
Britain, like others in Europe, will reimpose broad restrictions on businesses and public life after the recent ﬂareup in virus infections across the region.
Already social gatherings are being
restricted and certain areas of the UK
are seeing localized lockdowns.
The British economy suffered one
of the deepest recessions in the world
this year when many sectors were effectively mothballed to help contain
the pandemic.
Though it recouped some ground in
the summer as lockdown restrictions
were eased, the economy was still
around 12% smaller at the end of July
than it was in February, when the pandemic started in Europe.
The other major risk facing the UK
economy relates to the post-Brexit
trade discussions between the UK and
the EU following a worsening in relations. If the talks collapse, tariffs and
other impediments to trade will be imposed by both sides at the start of 2021,
a development that would hurt the UK
more.
The UK left the EU on Jan 31, but

is in a transition period that effectively
sees it beneﬁt from the bloc’s tariff-free
trade until the end of the year while the
future relationship is negotiated.
With the outlook so murky, the bank
was not expected to provide more stimulus on Thursday.
Since the pandemic started, it has
cut its main rate to a record low and
boosted its bond-buying program to oil
the ﬁnancial market’s wheels and keep
borrowing affordable.
The policymaking panel said Thursday it could take further action on
borrowing costs after revealing it had
been briefed on how to effectively implement negative interest rates, which
would seek to encourage banks to lend
rather than hoard their cash. The central bank will further discussions the
potential use of negative rates during
the fourth quarter.
Though that doesn’t necessarily
mean a rate cut is likely this fall, it’s
a clear signal that the bank could enact
further stimulus measures.
“While the Bank is clearly exploring
the possibility of using negative rates
as a potential tool, we doubt it will go
down that path anytime soon – at any
rate, not in November,” said Kallum
Pickering, senior economist at Berenberg Bank.
Still, ﬁnancial markets interpreted the
announcement as increasing the likelihood of negative rates next year, potentially in the event of the UK and the
EU failing to agree on a trade deal. The
pound fell 0.7% to $1.2884.
Most economists think the bank
will boost its bond-buying stimulus
program in November. By then, unemployment across the UK is expected to
be rising sharply as a government salary support program will have come to
an end.
The Job Retention Scheme, under
which the government pays the bulk
of the salaries of workers that ﬁrms
keep on rather than ﬁre, has kept a lid
on unemployment. However, it ends
on Oct 31, a change that most economists think will more or less double
the UK’s unemployment to around 8%
from 4.1% at present.

Japan BoJ keeps monetary
‘policy’, up economic view
TOKYO, Sept 17, (KUNA): Japan’s
central bank decided on Thursday to
maintain its current monetary easing
measures, while upgraded its assessment of the country’s economy.
At the end of a two-day policy
meeting, Bank of Japan’s (BoJ) Governor Haruhiko Kuroda and his eight
board colleagues voted by eight to
one to keep short-term interest rates
at minus 0.1 percent and guiding
long-term rates around zero percent,
according to a statement released by
the BoJ.
The central bank will also continue
to buy unlimited amount of Japanese
government bonds from ﬁnancial institutions and exchange-traded funds
at an annual pace of JPY 12 trillion
(USD 114 billion), it said.

Meanwhile, the BoJ revised upward
its view on the world’s third-largest
economy, saying, “Japan’s economy
has started to pick up with economic
activity resuming gradually, although
it has remained in a severe situation
due to the impact of the COVID-19 at
home and abroad.”
In the previous meeting in July,
the policymakers said the Japanese
economy was in an extremely severe
situation.
“Japan’s economy, with economic
activity resuming, is likely to follow
an improving trend through the materialization of pent-up demand and
supported by accommodative ﬁnancial conditions and the government’s
economic measures,” the central bank
added.

The Fed’s projections show that
policymakers don’t expect inﬂation
to hit that target until the end of 2023.
“The Fed is now more dovish, by a
long shot, than it has ever been,” said
Stephen Stanley, chief economist at
Amherst Pierpont. Dovish means

keeping borrowing costs low to support more hiring.
On Wall Street, stocks initially got
a short boost from the Fed’s actions
before turning lower. The S&P 500
fell 0.5%. Still, some market analysts
liked what they heard from the Fed.
“A better economy and a dovish
Fed, that is a nice combo,” said Ryan
Detrick, chief market strategist for
LPL Financial.
But many analysts were disappointed the Fed was not more specific about how long it wanted inﬂation
to stay above 2%, one likely reason
that the stock market ultimately fell.
Carl Tannenbaum, chief economist
at Northern Trust, said the Fed will
likely keep rates at nearly zero for at
least ﬁve years. The Fed held its rate
that low for seven years during and
after the 2008-2009 recession.
The Fed ultimately ﬁrst hiked rates
in December 2015, when the unemployment rate was 5%. On Wednesday, the Fed projected that it will
keep rates at zero in 2023 even as it
forecasts unemployment will fall to
4%.
Powell said the Fed’s benchmark
rate will stay low “until the expansion is well along, really very close
to our goals and even after.”
The Fed has signiﬁcantly altered

its inﬂation goal, from simply reaching to 2% to pushing inﬂation above
that level so that it averages 2% over
time.
That is intended to offset long periods of inﬂation below that level.
If businesses and consumers come
to expect increasingly lower inﬂation, they act in ways that entrench
slower price and wage gains, which
can be a drag on economic growth.
Powell reiterated his support for
more spending by Congress to help
the economy recover. Congress is
deadlocked on more ﬁnancial relief
because of disagreements on the size
of the package between Democrats
and Republicans. Some earlier measures aimed at helping consumers,
such as an extra $600 in unemployment beneﬁts, have expired.
“My sense is that more ﬁscal support is likely to be needed,” Powell
said.
The Fed also said Wednesday that
it will continue purchasing about
$120 billion in Treasurys and mortgage-backed securities a month, in
an effort to keep longer-term interest
rates low.
Since March, the Fed has ﬂooded
ﬁnancial markets with cash by making such purchases and its balance
sheet has ballooned by about $3 tril-

lion.
The Fed announced a broad update
to its overall strategy last month, in
which it said that its goal of reaching
“maximum employment” is “a broad
and inclusive goal.”
Powell said Wednesday that Fed
will consider the unemployment rate
for Blacks and other disadvantaged
groups when it makes its interest-rate
decisions. Activists have argued that
in the past the Fed has hiked rates
when joblessness among AfricanAmericans was still too high. Democrats in Congress have introduced
legislation to require the Fed to take
unemployment rates for different
groups into account.
“If we want to have the highest potential output and the best output for
our economy we need that prosperity to be very broadly spread in the
longer run,” he said.
On Wednesday, the latest economic report seemed to support Powell’s
view of an economy on the mend but
not fully healthy. The Commerce Department said retail sales rose 0.6%
in August, the fourth straight gain but
the slowest since sales started growing again in May. The ﬁgure suggests that the end of the extra $600
in unemployment beneﬁts weighed
on spending.

COVID danger continues
to drive joblessness in US
August US home building slides 5.1% after months of gains
WASHINGTON, Sept 17,
(AP): The number of Americans applying for unemployment beneﬁts fell last week to
860,000, a historically high
number of people that illustrates the broad economic
damage still taking place
nine months after the ﬁrst
case of COVID-19 was detected in the U.S.
The Labor Department said Thursday that U.S. jobless claims fell by
33,000 form the previous week and
that 12.6 million are collecting traditional unemployment beneﬁts, compared with just 1.7 million a year ago.
The pandemic has delivered a colossal shock to the economy. Until the
pandemic upended the operations of
American companies, from factories to
family diners, weekly jobless aid applications had never exceeded 700,000 in
the US. They’ve topped 700,000 for 26
consecutive weeks.
The overall economy, as measured by
the gross domestic product, collapsed
at an annual rate of 31.7% from April
through June, by far the worst three
months on record, as millions of jobs disappeared.
The economy and job market have recovered somewhat from the initial shock.
Employers added 10.6 million jobs from
May through August, but that’s still less
than half the jobs lost in March and April.
The recovery remains fragile, imperiled by continuing COVID-19 infections
as schools begin to reopen, and the failure to deliver another economic rescue
package in Washington. And companies
continue to lay off workers as they absorb
sales lost to the pandemic.
Raytheon Technologies Corp. this
week said it plans to slash more than
15,000 jobs this year at its corporate ofﬁces, at jet engine-maker Pratt & Whitney and at its aviation and military equipment manufacturer Collins Aerospace.
A sharp drop in travel has left the airlines with tens of thousands more employees than they need to operate the
vastly reduced number of ﬂights. This
spring, the airlines began receiving $25
billion in federal grants and loans to keep
workers on their payrolls for six months.
With that money ending Sept. 30, the
three biggest US carriers are expected to
furlough or lay off about 40,000 workers
starting Oct 1.
An extra $600 in weekly unemployment beneﬁts ran out July 31, squeezing
households that had depended on the
beefed-up payments. President Donald
Trump issued an executive order Aug.
8 providing a scaled-back version of the
expanded jobless aid. Most states signed
up for federal grants that let them increase weekly beneﬁts by $300 or $400.
That program is expiring.

An employee of the Mississippi Department of Employment Security WIN Job Center in Pearl, Miss (left), assists
a client ﬁll out paperwork on Aug 31, 2020. The Labor Department reported unemployment numbers Thursday,
Sept 3. (AP)

“Layoffs remain widespread and a historically high number of individuals are
still receiving some type of jobless beneﬁts,” Nancy Vanden Houten, lead US
economist at Oxford Economics, wrote
in a resarch report. “Failure on the part of
policymakers to enact another ﬁscal relief package poses signiﬁcant downside
risks to the economy and labor market
as the recovery appears to be losing momentum.’’
Charissa Ward, 37, was furloughed
in April from her job as a server at a
restaurant in Disney’s Hollywood Studios resort near Orlando, Florida. Since
then, she’s been helping at her partner’s
online retail business, applying for jobs
and waiting to see what Disney will do.
“We have no idea when we’re going to
get called back,’’ she said.
The extra $600 in weekly jobless beneﬁts didn’t replace all her lost income but
helped. The reduced $300 she received
brieﬂy from Trump’s program made life
“a little less stressful.’’ But Ward said
Congress needs to agree to another ﬁnancial rescue and do “what’s best for working people.’’
Last week, nearly 659,000 people applied for jobless aid under a new program
that extends eligibility for the ﬁrst time
to self-employed and gig workers, down
from 868,000 the previous week. The ﬁgure for those seeking Pandemic Employment Assistance isn’t adjusted for seasonal trends, so it’s reported separately.
Altogether, the Labor Department said
that 29.8 million people are receiving
some form of unemployment beneﬁts,

though the ﬁgure may be inﬂated by
double-counting by states. Analysts also
worry about evidence that the number of
people collecting special pandemic aid
has been swollen by cases of fraud in
California.
A summertime resurgence of COVID-19 cases in the South and West forced
many businesses to close again in July -though the data ﬁrm Womply ﬁnds that
closings have mostly stabilized over the
last few weeks. Womply did ﬁnd a sharp
increase in spending at bars in southern
and western states, including South Carolina, Tennessee and Alabama, as college
students returned to campus.
But small businesses, particularly in
restaurants and retail, continue to close
their doors and lay off workers, according to consumer review site Yelp. The
number of small companies that have
temporarily or permanently shut down
has increased since mid-July, Yelp said
Wednesday, to more than 160,000, reversing a steady decline from the spring.
And permanent closures are still rising, Yelp said, with nearly 100,000 businesses closed for good as of the end of
August. Particularly hard-hit have been
restaurants and bars, including dessert
shops, burger joints and sandwich shops.
Restaurants that are more likely to deliver, such as pizza restaurants, have fared
better.
Unemployment claims “remain high
even as economic activity is resuming
more fully,” Rubeela Farooqi, chief US
economist at High Frequency Economics, wrote Thursday. “The risk going for-

ward continues to come from virus outbreaks and intermittent interruptions to
activity. Overall, the labor market is less
weak compared to April but remains at
risk of permanent damage from repeated
closures.’’
Meanwhile, US housing construction
fell a surprising 5.1% in August after
three months of strong gains when home
builders ramped up projects following a
pandemic-induced shutdown in March
and April.
New homes were started at a seasonally adjusted annual pace of 1.42 million
last month after a 17.9% surge in July,
the Commerce Department reported
Thursday.
Applications for building permits,
which is a good barometer of future activity, dipped a slight 0.9% in August to a
seasonally adjusted 1.47 million but that
decline followed solid gains in the previous three months including a 17.9% rise
in July.
While the drop-off in new homes was
greater than economists had expected,
construction remains 51.6% above an
April low and economists said they expected home building to remain one of
the bright spots in an economy still struggling with the coronavirus.
“Strong demand and a soaring level of
home builder conﬁdence will continue to
support housing starts in the second half
of 2020, though lingering coronavirus
uncertainty and the economy’s slower
pace of recovery may limit the upside,”
said Nancy Vanden Houten, lead U.S.
economist at Oxford Economics.

